Course No. 3 Chassidut and Kabbala

The Practical Tanya, Gateway To Unity & Faith

An astoundingly clear adaptation of Tanya, the most influential manual of Jewish spiritual thought ever written,
penned by Chasidic Master and Kabbalist, Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi (1745-1812). This new translation and
commentary, by best-selling author Chaim Miller, renders the text relevant for the contemporary reader with
elegant simplicity. The Practical Tanya will guide you on the path of spiritual consciousness to a state of inner
freedom and liberation

http://www.judaica-world.com/the-practical-tanya.html

Likkutei Sichos In English

Likkutei Sichos (literally, "Collected Talks") contains both the scope and the core of the
Lubavitcher Rebbe's teachings, and is the most authoritative source text for the Rebbe's
unique, original, and often revolutionary explanation of Judaism. The Lubavitcher Rebbe,
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, is widely recognized as one of the foremost Jewish
thinkers of the 20th century. His teachings include ideas in Jewish philosophy and
theology, commentary on biblical, talmudical and kabbalistic texts, perspectives on world
events, and moral and practical directives.
https://www.amazon.com/Likkutei-Sichos-English-10-Set/dp/1932883479

Rebbe Nachman's Soul: A commentary on Sichos HaRan from the classes of Rabbi
Zvi Aryeh Rosenfeld z"l

Rabbi Rosenfeld went on to deliver a masterful series of shiurim
on Sichos HaRan (Rebbe Nachman’s Wisdom), bringing the meaning of the Rebbe’s words
directly to the hearts of modernday listeners. Faithfully transcribed, his classes show us how to
apply Rebbe Nachman’s guidance for daily living and forge a real bond with the tzaddik emes.
With these insights, you, too, can connect to Rebbe Nachman and follow his path to the pinnacle
of true faith.
https://www.amazon.com/Rebbe-Nachmans-Soul-commentary-Rosenfeld/dp/1978435185/ref=sr
_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1525722324&sr=8-1&keywords=sichos+haran+english

Rebbe Nachman's Wisdom - New Edition

Rebbe Nachman left behind a wealth of life lessons but we would never know the man behind
the teachings were it not for Shevachey and Sichot HaRan, the life and conversations of Rebbe
Nachman. Translated as, Rebbe Nachman s Wisdom, this work shows us Rebbe Nachman at
his most simple and direct talking informally with those who were closest to him, giving practical
spiritual advice to those who came to him for guidance. This second revised edition of Rebbe
Nachman s Wisdom retains the flavor of the original while adding many useful new features. The
book has been completely re-typeset with an elegant font and appealing page design. New page
headers allow the reader to quickly locate each numbered lesson. Errors and missing lessons in
the original have been corrected, and footnotes have been reduced by incorporating shorter
citations directly into the text. A full index and glossary of Hebrew terms has been added. This
edition also introduces a daily division of the text for readers who wish to study short passages
on a daily basis. Rabbi Kaplan s wonderful translation shines through, making this classic
Breslov work accessible to contemporary readers. For in Rebbe Nachman s Wisdom you will
come face to face with Rebbe Nachman himself, and hear from his lips the best way to succeed
in your own spiritual journey. Hardcover. 415 pages. Appendices and Index. Size: 6" x 9"

https://www.amazon.com/Rebbe-Nachmans-Wisdom-New-Nachman/dp/0930213009/ref=pd
_sim_14_4?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=0930213009&pd_rd_r=N9TM9YCFYS4A07RSZ19P&
pd_rd_w=rg3aG&pd_rd_wg=gbZF1&psc=1&refRID=N9TM9YCFYS4A07RSZ19P

Daily Wisdom

Inspiring Insights On The Torah Portion From The Lubavitcher Rebbe [Hardcover]
Inspiring insights on the Torah Portion from the Lubavitcher Rebbe. Translated and adapted by
Rabbi Moshe Wisnefsky, and produced by Chabad House Publications of California, Daily
Wisdom summarizes each daily Torah reading and presents an original insight based on the
Rebbe`s
The Rebbe saw the weekly Torah portion as an inexhaustible source of new ideas, insight into
current issues, and profound relevance for daily life. He urged his followers, as well as everyone
who came into contact with him, to seek daily inspiration from studying the Torah.
Daily Wisdom`s 378 daily lessons, are a taste of the Rebbe`s vast and deep teachings, filled with
love for G-d, Torah and the Jewish people, pragmatic optimism, and the conviction that evil and
negativity will disappear when we learn to emphasize goodness and kindness These ideas are
woven together throughout the book, resulting in a precious daily resource that will enrich and
elevate the lives of all readers.

https://www.eichlers.com/books/books/chassidus/daily-wisdom-inspiring-insights-on-the-tora
h-portion-from-the-lubavitcher-rebbe-hardcover.html

The Garden of Emunah

Emuna - faith - is the cornerstone for every Jew, and a deepening of faith opens our eyes to blessings
and opportunities we never thought possible.
This practical book offers insights into emuna, collected from very stories, commentaries, and teachings
presented in an easily readable format. Comparing faith to a garden, this book leads the reader into the
lush, fragrant world of true emuna - an existence marked by its exquisite limitlessness and a manner of
living that is harmonious with G-d's will.
This is the revised and enlarged edition.

https://mekorjudaica.com/the-garden-of-emunah.html?gclid=CjwKCAjw8r_XBRBkEiwAjW
GLlDPuACk0YrpSOySlCtmbWSPqr1WW4OAxe3lMrJQ1XefIGhMHq-qS9RoCVfoQAvD_BwE

Hasidic Tales: Annotated & Explained
The wisdom of the Hasidim is earthy, realistic, rooted in the simplicity of the heart. It is
alive with the awareness of the holiness of Creation and the boundlessness of God's
mercy, and is utterly honest about the necessity of living such awareness in loving
service to all beings. It is a wisdom that fuses the highest mystical initiations with the
most down-home celebration of life and a rugged commitment to social and political
justice in all its forms. In other words, it is a wisdom that is never, as my old prep school
headmaster would put it, "too divine to be of any earthly use."

https://www.amazon.com/Hasidic-Tales-Annotated-Explained-Illuminations/dp/1893361861

